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The AdvR engineering team (left and top right) credits direct, personal communication with their contacts at NASA’s SBIR program with the success of the collaboration. 
The company developed technology (bottom right) that is key to NASA’s ongoing atmospheric studies and led to additional applications that have been sold to myriad 
government agencies and companies worldwide. All photos courtesy of AdvR.

SBIR contracts with NASA enabled 

development of a compact, robust 

electro-optic module that has garnered 

global sales and adoption by multiple 

government agencies.

Through the SBIR program, AdvR 

developed technology to assist NASA’s 

ongoing atmospheric studies through 

collaborative development of a High 

Spectral Resolution Lidar system 

for characterization of clouds and 

aerosols. The core innovation has 

led to new devices that address a 

broad range of remote sensing needs 

sought by government, academia, 

and industry. The result has been 

business growth and a strong, ongoing 

relationship with NASA.

Remote Sensing Success for NASA 
Extends to Small Business Growth 

MONTANA

AdvR Inc. 
Bozeman, Montana 
advr-inc.com 
Founded: 1999 
Staff Size: 19 

“When we first started 
with SBIR, we were very niche 
focused. Over the years, we 
have expanded our capability 
to provide more value to NASA, 
which enabled commercial 
applications as well. It’s been 
exciting to see the initial 
effort turn into systems and 
subsystems that can be used 
for research, flight, and future 
space applications.”

—Shirley McNeil, 
Senior Laser 
Systems Engineer, 
AdvR
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Join the hundreds of small companies that have participated in NASA 
SBIR projects.

Visit https://sbir.nasa.gov where you can:
• Learn more about the SBIR and STTR programs and how to get started
• View the annual Solicitation to find NASA needs that match your capabilities
• Sign up for newsletters and download other resources

AdvR’s Path to Success
• Specific need: Addressed an identified NASA challenge 

for which there was a clear path to technology infusion 

• Unique capability: Provided needed expertise that was 
in line with the company’s core development focus  

• Broad engagement: Educated the sales team on 
how the innovation could also benefit academia and 
commercial industries 

Engaging with NASA
While AdvR’s current efforts with NASA have been ongoing 
since 2007, the company’s relationship with the SBIR 
program dates back to its founding. Not only does the 
company maintain open lines of communication with 
NASA contacts, but it has prioritized in-person meetings 
and on-site delivery of hardware for each contract. 
The company credits this outreach with ensuring direct 
collaboration with NASA’s technical personnel to acquaint 
them with the hardware. These regular meetings have also 
helped strengthen communication about current technical 
challenges and anticipate NASA’s future technological 
needs for its lidar systems.

A 2007 SBIR contract with NASA enabled AdvR to develop an optical waveguide circuit that has provided significant benefits for 

NASA’s Earth Science Division. The technology at the heart of this effort has also been a boon for AdvR’s growth, with sales to 

universities, businesses across multiple commercial industries worldwide, and a wide range of U.S. government agencies.  

The results have been significant. AdvR has seen growth in global revenue and increases in company headcount in addition 

to multiple subsequent SBIR contracts. Each new contract has enabled increases in the capability and robustness of AdvR’s 

waveguide-based technology, which the company expects to ultimately lead to space qualification—yet another milestone for 

this growing business.  

Markets for AdvR’s Technology

NASA Applications 

• Airborne High Spectral Resolution Lidar 

• Airborne High Altitude Lidar Observatory 

• Missions for aerosol, wind and methane, and water 
vapor sensing 

Other Government & Commercial Applications

• Quantum communications 

• Atomic or molecular spectroscopy 

• Environmental and pollution monitoring 

“SBIR has been the main source of development 
funding for our company and has opened the door to 
advancing our technology and the products we can 
offer. The advances SBIR has enabled for the core 
technology have helped us expand to offer devices 
that we previously didn’t have the capability for.”

—David Walsh, Business Development Specialist, AdvR
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With funds from NASA’s SBIR program, Anasphere developed a sensor (bottom right) that has been used by the agency and sold worldwide. The company 
participated in technology working groups (left), deployed the innovation on research sondes (top right), and conducted economical testing of the technology 
(bottom left) over the course of multiple SBIR contracts with NASA. All photos courtesy of Anasphere. 

SBIR enabled Anasphere to develop 

water-content sensors for clouds, 

which are now used by NASA, 

other government agencies, and 

commercial customers worldwide. 

Through diligent efforts to cultivate a 

strong relationship with NASA’s SBIR 

program, Anasphere has developed 

sensors that are helping the agency 

address the problem of accurately 

identifying dangerous icing conditions 

in clouds. The instruments are also 

aiding Department of Energy (DOE)–

sponsored meteorological research 

in Alaska, and they have been 

used commercially from Europe to 

Antarctica.

NASA SBIR Fuels Cloud 
Instruments, Business Growth

MONTANA

Anasphere, Inc. 
Belgrade, Montana 
anasphere.com
Founded: 2002
Staff Size: 4

“In working with NASA’s 
SBIR program, we’ve been  
able to develop new products 
that address real technological 
and scientific needs for both 
government organizations 
and commercial customers—
products that never would 
have been feasible for us to 
develop on our own.”

—Dr. John Bognar, 
Founder, Anasphere
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Anasphere’s Path to Success
• Specific need: Responded to a clear NASA challenge 

that the company had expertise in

• Successful development: Delivered a sensor that 
would address NASA’s need while also being of interest 
to industry

• Strategic relationships: Connected with other small 
businesses to boost capabilities while keeping  
overhead low

• Economical infusion: Identified viable avenues for 
testing and deploying the sensor as part of a larger 
NASA project

Engaging with NASA

Anasphere has worked to successfully engage with NASA’s 
SBIR program by:

• Cultivating relationships: Communicated with SBIR 
contacts at various NASA field centers, even between 
contracts, to sustain interest in Anasphere’s technology  
and maintain awareness of customer needs 

• Joining working groups: Accepted NASA invitations 
to meet and learn from industry leaders with 
applications for the company’s technology 

• Maintaining interest: Collaborated with SBIR contacts 
to identify NASA personnel who could include the 
technology in field campaign proposals  

Anasphere’s SBIR contracts with NASA in 2005, 2011, and 2013 resulted in the development of a lightweight cloud water content 

sensor that has enabled significant business growth for the small company. Not only has the company successfully deployed the 

innovation in both NASA and DOE-sponsored programs, but the instruments have been sold globally and catalyzed the expansion 

of the company’s manufacturing relationships—bringing in valuable expertise while maintaining lean operations. Its success has also 

led to further SBIR work with NASA, the most recent of which is supporting development of a universal cloud water content sensor 

that Anasphere expects will widen industry adoption of the technology even further. 

Markets for Anasphere’s Technology

NASA Applications

• Remote sensing methods for cloud characterization  

• Fundamental icing research

Commercial Applications

• Aircraft certification activities 

• Weather monitoring for agriculture  

• Icing weather-forecasting products

“When we first got started with this effort, there 
were a lot of things we didn’t understand perfectly. But 
when you look at where we are today, we’ve brought 
that full circle—we’re building the instrument we 
envisioned 12 years ago. Our relationship with SBIR 
allowed us to move our insights forward and ultimately 
be successful.”

—Dr. John Bognar, Founder, Anasphere
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With funds from NASA’s SBIR program, DSSP developed several space technologies that will enable small satellite exploration. The company tested its 
technologies in a microgravity environment (top right) and leveraged insights to develop commercial products for avalanche control and oil well rejuvenation. 
Photos by NASA (far left) and DSSP. 

SBIR contracts enabled DSSP  

to develop small satellite micro-

thrusters and space propellants that 

led to new products and business 

growth in space, defense, and 

commercial markets. 

DSSP leveraged its success with 

multiple NASA SBIR contracts to 

both develop space technologies 

and determine how to apply those 

technologies on Earth. The company’s 

research and development (R&D) 

involving electric propellants for NASA 

has led to numerous commercial 

products that power satellites, 

rejuvenate oil wells, enable safer 

use of pyrotechnics, and streamline 

avalanche control.

Small Business Launches Down-to-Earth 
Products via NASA SBIR Program

NEVADA

Digital Solid State 
Propulsion (DSSP) 
Reno, Nevada 
dssptech.com 
Founded: 2006
Staff Size: 6

“The expertise we gained 
from our interactions with 
NASA was critical as we later 
applied those insights to other 
research projects with other 
government agencies and for 
commercial applications.”

—Dr. Wayne Sawka, 
Founder and CEO, 
Digital Solid State 
Propulsion
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DSSP’s Path to Success 

• Meeting a NASA need: The capability DSSP’s rocket 
motor offered will allow NASA to perform high-value, low-
cost science missions in deep space. 

• Commercializing proactively: Recognizing the long road 
to “market” for NASA-specific innovations, DSSP sought 
commercial applications early on for its SBIR technology. 

• Strategic R&D planning: DSSP leveraged NASA 
expertise to gain insights, applying them to other research 
projects and creating multiple commercial products. 

• Continuing to expand: DSSP is investigating other 
applications in avalanche control and waterless fracking. 

• Pursuing other government agencies: DSSP 
recognized its innovations’ value beyond NASA and 
collaborated with the Department of Defense (DOD) and 
the Air Force Research Lab to advance the technologies. 

Engaging with NASA

Having first gained experience with the SBIR program in 

2006 with a DOD project, DSSP applied its “lessons learned” 

to NASA projects. DSSP successfully engaged with NASA 

by communicating with SBIR contacts to sustain interest in 

DSSP’s technology, maintain awareness of NASA’s needs as  

a customer, and anticipate the agency’s future challenges. 

Through the SBIR program, DSSP developed a multi-pulse solid rocket motor for NASA that will enable stabilized interplanetary 

flight for small satellites. Another of DSSP’s core innovations with roots in the SBIR program is already having an even greater 

impact. Originally proposed to fuel a microsatellite thruster for Earth-observation missions, DSSP’s HAN-based green electric 

monopropellants (GEM and AF-M315E) technology is powering larger satellites, enhancing downhole oil and gas recovery, and 

much more. Highly insensitive to ignition by spark, flame, or shock, GEM-based innovations are stable, non-toxic, and more 

controllable than conventional propellants.  

Markets for DSSP’s Technology

NASA Applications

• Satellite propulsion 

• Non-toxic and low-hazard propellant systems

Commercial Applications

• Green satellite systems 

• Oil well rejuvenation 

• Waterless fracking 

• Avalanche control 

• Entertainment industry non-pyrotechnic sparks 

• Military training simulations

“Working with NASA on an SBIR contract helps to 
validate a small company’s technology as unique in a 
space market crowded with entrenched technologies and 
large competitors.”

—Dr. Wayne Sawka, Founder and CEO, Digital Solid State 
Propulsion
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